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Resurrection of the Victory Eagle Statue Resolution

“A resolution supporting the relocation of the Victory Eagle Statue on Texas A&M campus”

Whereas(1): Prior to the destruction of Cain Park and building of the Texas A&M Hotel and Conference Center, a fountain known as Eagle Fountain was the physical representation of spirit and honor; and,

Whereas(2): The Victory Eagle statue is a bronze eagle with a 14-foot wingspan that was perched on top of rocks in Cain Park; and,

Whereas(3): The Victory Eagle Statue was designed by Kent Ulberg, a wildlife sculptor, and was donated by the Class of 1991

Whereas(4): Currently the Victory Eagle rests in the basement of the MSC, awaiting relocation.

Therefore
Let it be
Resolved(1): The Student Senate supports efforts by administration to relocate the statue back into daylight; and,
Let it be
Further
Resolved(2): Let the presence of the Victory Eagle honor the valor and courage of World War I Veterans and Casualties; and,

Let it be
Further
Resolved(3): A copy of this resolution be sent to:
The Battalion
Michael K. Young, President, Texas A&M University
Lilia Y. Gonzales, University Architect, Texas A&M University
Mikey Jaillet, Student Body President, Texas A&M University